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Year Level: 12  Subject: General English  Weeks: 2 

 

Week A General Topic/Activity Description  

Lesson 1 
 
Reviewing the poetry 

Choose two of the six poems that have been examined in this 
unit. 
  

'Dulce Et Decorum Est' (p. 4) 
'Futility' (p. 5) 
'Mental Cases' (p. 6) 
'Anthem for a Doomed Youth' (p. 7) 
'Spring Offensive' (pp. 8-9) 
'Strange Meeting' (pp. 10-11) 
  

Read and understand the poem. 
  
Analyse the poems using the SPECS/SLIMS tool (find a copy of 
it, and some examples on pages 12-15). Make some notes 
about its subject matter, themes (purpose) and emotions. 
Identify several techniques and consider their effects. 

 

Lesson 2 
 
Researching your selected 
poems 

Conduct some research about your chosen poem. Read about 
it online. Be cautious with which sources you rely upon, but 
read widely.  
  
Do not simply copy the ideas you read online. Instead, you 
should compare your own reading to other people's readings. 
Where do your ideas overlap? Where are they different? 
Consider where you may have picked something up that the 
other has not, as well as where you can augment your notes 
on the poem [SPECS/SLIMS] and add to it.  
  
If you simply copy notes of someone else's reading, you will 
not have a complex understanding of the poem. You will have 
someone else's ideas. This will make it difficult to synthesise 
this information into a final assessment piece. 
  
You must develop your own sophisticated understanding of 
the poem, and create notes that reflect this understanding. 
  
Possible Resources to get you started: 

https://poemanalysis.com/wilfred-owen/ (follow links 
to individual poems) 
https://quillsliteracy.org/analysis-of-wilfred-owens-
poetry-141/ 
 
There is one resource that I have included in this 
document on pages 16-21. Other PDF resources are 
collected on the Teams Site. 

https://poemanalysis.com/wilfred-owen/
https://quillsliteracy.org/analysis-of-wilfred-owens-poetry-141/
https://quillsliteracy.org/analysis-of-wilfred-owens-poetry-141/
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Lesson 3 
 
Writing your analyses for 
submission and feedback 

Use the structure of the SPECS/SLIMS scaffold to write out 
your analysis. Read through my example in which I analysed 
Siegfried Sassoon's poem 'Banishment' (pages 22-24). It 
doesn't matter if you do not have every part of 'SLIMS' filled 
out. Each poem is different and different techniques are 
emphasised in each poem. You should have Something in 
each of the SPECS sections.  
  
Aim for 700-1000 words on each poem (No more than 1000 
please). This will give you up to 2000 words to edit down and 
pick from when you are completing your final task.  

 
Email your analysis to Mr R Wright (rwrig88@eq.edu.au). 

 

Formative Activity:  

Submit your analysis of two of Wilfred Owen’s poems from the list for feedback. 

 

Email Contacts 

Head of Department: Mel Geyle (mgeyl0@eq.edu.au) 

Teachers: Renton Wright (rwrig88@eq.edu.au) 
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Resources for Lesson One – Poetry 

Dulce et Decorum Est   

By Wilfred Owen   
  

Bent double, like old beggars under sacks,  
Knock-kneed, coughing like hags, we cursed through sludge,  
Till on the haunting flares we turned our backs,  
And towards our distant rest began to trudge.  
Men marched asleep. Many had lost their boots,  
But limped on, blood-shod. All went lame; all blind;  
Drunk with fatigue; deaf even to the hoots  
Of gas-shells dropping softly behind.  
  
Gas! GAS! Quick, boys!—An ecstasy of fumbling  
Fitting the clumsy helmets just in time,  
But someone still was yelling out and stumbling  
And flound’ring like a man in fire or lime.—  
Dim through the misty panes and thick green light,  
As under a green sea, I saw him drowning.  
  
In all my dreams before my helpless sight,  
He plunges at me, guttering, choking, drowning.  
  
If in some smothering dreams, you too could pace  
Behind the wagon that we flung him in,  
And watch the white eyes writhing in his face,  
His hanging face, like a devil’s sick of sin;  
If you could hear, at every jolt, the blood  
Come gargling from the froth-corrupted lungs,  
Obscene as cancer, bitter as the cud  
Of vile, incurable sores on innocent tongues,—  
My friend, you would not tell with such high zest  
To children ardent for some desperate glory,  
The old Lie: Dulce et decorum est  
Pro patria mori.  

  
  
  

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/wilfred-owen
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Futility  

Move him into the sun—  

Gently its touch awoke him once,  

At home, whispering of fields half-sown.  

Always it woke him, even in France,  

Until this morning and this snow.  

If anything might rouse him now  

The kind old sun will know.  

  

Think how it wakes the seeds—  

Woke once the clays of a cold star.  

Are limbs, so dear-achieved, are sides  

Full-nerved, still warm, too hard to stir?  

Was it for this the clay grew tall?  

—O what made fatuous sunbeams toil  

To break earth's sleep at all?  

  

Wilfred Owen  
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Mental Cases  

Wilfred Owen 

Who are these? Why sit they here in twilight?  

Wherefore rock they, purgatorial shadows,  

Drooping tongues from jaws that slob their relish,  

Baring teeth that leer like skulls' tongues wicked?  

Stroke on stroke of pain, — but what slow panic,  

Gouged these chasms round their fretted sockets?  

Ever from their hair and through their hand palms  

Misery swelters. Surely we have perished  

Sleeping, and walk hell; but who these hellish?  

— These are men whose minds the Dead have ravished.  

Memory fingers in their hair of murders,  

Multitudinous murders they once witnessed.  

Wading sloughs of flesh these helpless wander,  

Treading blood from lungs that had loved laughter.  

Always they must see these things and hear them,  

Batter of guns and shatter of flying muscles,  

Carnage incomparable and human squander  

Rucked too thick for these men's extrication.  

Therefore still their eyeballs shrink tormented  

Back into their brains, because on their sense  

Sunlight seems a bloodsmear; night comes blood-black;  

Dawn breaks open like a wound that bleeds afresh  

— Thus their heads wear this hilarious, hideous,  

Awful falseness of set-smiling corpses.  

— Thus their hands are plucking at each other;  

Picking at the rope-knouts of their scourging;  

Snatching after us who smote them, brother,  

Pawing us who dealt them war and madness.  
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Anthem for Doomed Youth 

What passing-bells for these who die as cattle? 

-- Only the monstrous anger of the guns. 

Only the stuttering rifles' rapid rattle 

Can patter out their hasty orisons. 

No mockeries now for them; no prayers nor bells; 

Nor any voice of mourning save the choirs, -- 

The shrill, demented choirs of wailing shells; 

And bugles calling for them from sad shires. 

 

What candles may be held to speed them all? 

Not in the hands of boys but in their eyes 

Shall shine the holy glimmers of goodbyes. 

The pallor of girls' brows shall be their pall; 

Their flowers the tenderness of patient minds, 

And each slow dusk a drawing-down of blinds 

 

Ironic‘celebrating young soldiers death‘  
Church bell- Comparing young 

soldiers to cattle, die in groups, 

no individuality. Gun fire 

commemorating death.  
Alliteration- instead of 

prayers, The stutter of 

gunfire. Sound 

created. 

Ceremonies which are insults. 

Here Owen seems to be 

suggesting that the Christian 

religion, with its loving God, can 

have nothing to do with the 

deaths of so many thousands of 

Simile- Men die as cattle, in 

large groups and unknown.  

Personification- Demented 

shells are coming out of 

order unlike a choir. 

No recognition of death. 

No bells/choir 

Church candles, or the candles lit 

in the room where a body lies in 

a coffin. Owen highlighting the 

negativeness of the situation. 

Tears light up the boys eyes, not 

the light of the candles 

Faces gone white-  

flowers representing 

their patience. Awaiting 

the dead. 

No commemoration, no good 

memories, only the horror of war on 

their minds. 

Turning down life(turning down the blinds). Everyday 

lives are lost, the drawing of blinds used to represent 

death(Christian ritual) 

Instead of the sound 

of bells, it’s the 

sound of guns 

mourning the dead. 

Only -death can put 

them out of their 

misery. 

Each slow day- waiting for 

the dead to arrive. 

Happy ceremony Bad destiny 
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Spring Offensive   

BY WILFRED OWEN   

Halted against the shade of a last hill,  

They fed, and, lying easy, were at ease  

And, finding comfortable chests and knees  

Carelessly slept.   

                               But many there stood still  

To face the stark, blank sky beyond the ridge,  

Knowing their feet had come to the end of the world.  

Marvelling they stood, and watched the long grass swirled  

By the May breeze, murmurous with wasp and midge,  

For though the summer oozed into their veins  

Like the injected drug for their bones’ pains,  

Sharp on their souls hung the imminent line of grass,  

Fearfully flashed the sky’s mysterious glass.  

   

Hour after hour they ponder the warm field—  

And the far valley behind, where the buttercups  

Had blessed with gold their slow boots coming up,  

Where even the little brambles would not yield,  

But clutched and clung to them like sorrowing hands;  

They breathe like trees unstirred.  

Till like a cold gust thrilled the little word  

At which each body and its soul begird  

And tighten them for battle. No alarms  

Of bugles, no high flags, no clamorous haste—  

Only a lift and flare of eyes that faced  

The sun, like a friend with whom their love is done.  

O larger shone that smile against the sun,—  

Mightier than his whose bounty these have spurned.  

   

So, soon they topped the hill, and raced together  

Over an open stretch of herb and heather  

Exposed. And instantly the whole sky burned  

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/wilfred-owen
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With fury against them; and soft sudden cups  

Opened in thousands for their blood; and the green slopes  

Chasmed and steepened sheer to infinite space.  

   

Of them who running on that last high place  

Leapt to swift unseen bullets, or went up  

On the hot blast and fury of hell’s upsurge,  

Or plunged and fell away past this world’s verge,  

Some say God caught them even before they fell.  

But what say such as from existence’ brink  

Ventured but drave too swift to sink.  

The few who rushed in the body to enter hell,  

And there out-fiending all its fiends and flames  

With superhuman inhumanities,  

Long-famous glories, immemorial shames—  

And crawling slowly back, have by degrees  

Regained cool peaceful air in wonder—  

Why speak they not of comrades that went under?  
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Strange Meeting   

BY WILFRED OWEN   

It seemed that out of battle I escaped   

Down some profound dull tunnel, long since scooped   

Through granites which titanic wars had groined.   

  

Yet also there encumbered sleepers groaned,   

Too fast in thought or death to be bestirred.   

Then, as I probed them, one sprang up, and stared   

With piteous recognition in fixed eyes,   

Lifting distressful hands, as if to bless.   

And by his smile, I knew that sullen hall,—   

By his dead smile I knew we stood in Hell.   

  

With a thousand fears that vision's face was grained;   

Yet no blood reached there from the upper ground,   

And no guns thumped, or down the flues made moan.   

“Strange friend,” I said, “here is no cause to mourn.”   

“None,” said that other, “save the undone years,   

The hopelessness. Whatever hope is yours,   

Was my life also; I went hunting wild   

After the wildest beauty in the world,   

Which lies not calm in eyes, or braided hair,   

But mocks the steady running of the hour,   

And if it grieves, grieves richlier than here.   

For by my glee might many men have laughed,   

And of my weeping something had been left,   

Which must die now. I mean the truth untold,   

The pity of war, the pity war distilled.   

Now men will go content with what we spoiled.   

Or, discontent, boil bloody, and be spilled.   

They will be swift with swiftness of the tigress.   

None will break ranks, though nations trek from progress.   

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/wilfred-owen
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Courage was mine, and I had mystery;   

Wisdom was mine, and I had mastery:   

To miss the march of this retreating world   

Into vain citadels that are not walled.   

Then, when much blood had clogged their chariot-wheels,   

I would go up and wash them from sweet wells,   

Even with truths that lie too deep for taint.   

I would have poured my spirit without stint   

But not through wounds; not on the cess of war.   

Foreheads of men have bled where no wounds were.   

  

“I am the enemy you killed, my friend.   

I knew you in this dark: for so you frowned   

Yesterday through me as you jabbed and killed.   

I parried; but my hands were loath and cold.   

Let us sleep now. . . .”  
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SPEC/SLIMS - A Template for Analysing a Poem  
   
Subject-matter  
   

   
What event, situation, or experience does the poem describe 
or record?  

   
Purpose  
(Theme)  
   

   
Also means theme or message of the poem. What is the 
poet’s purpose in writing this – what message does he/she 
want to communicate?  
   

   
Emotion  
(Mood)  
   
   

   
What is the predominant emotion/feeling/mood of the poem? 
Does the mood change during the poem? What emotions or 
feelings does the poet seek to evoke in the reader?  
   

Craftsmanship:  
   
   
   

i.Structure  
   
   
   

ii.Language  
   
   

iii.Imagery  
   
   

i.Movement  
   
   

ii.Sounds  
   
   
   

Or technique: How does the poet achieve his/her effect? What 
specific techniques has he or she used in the making of this 
poem, and what is their effect?  
   
How is the poem structured? Does it have a conventional 
structure such as sonnet, or an ode? Does it have stanzas 
with a regular number of lines, or any other interesting features 
of structural design?  
   
Is the language appropriate to subject and/or theme? What 
effect does the language have on the poem’s achievement?  
   
Are there any striking examples of similes, 
metaphors, personifications, or symbols in the poem? What is 
their effect?  
   
Or rhythm: Does the poem have a regular (slow or fast) 
rhythm? What is the effect of any rhythmic qualities?  
   
Does the poem have any significant sound features? Is it 
musical? Does the poet use onomatopoeia, alliteration, or 
assonance? Does the poem rhyme? What are the effects of 
these features of sound on the achievement of the poem?  
   
   

   
Summary  
   
   

   
What is the impact of the whole poem for you? How successful 
is it as a work of art? Does it successfully achieve the poet’s 
purpose?  
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ANTHEM FOR DOOMED YOUTH  - Example analysis 
 SPECS  

Subject Matter:  •  Youthful dead of WWI are lamented  

 •  Deaths without proper funeral and burial rites id bitterly criticised  

 •  Memorial is in the soldier’s loved ones who remain  

Purpose:  •  To show injustice of war and how it deprives soldiers of proper burial 

rites  
 •  To criticise the church who condone sending soldiers to war – ironic  

 •  Reveal the value of human life and contrast this with how war causes 

life to be treated  
 •  The battlefield and funeral graveyard are bitterly contrasted   

Emotion/mood/feel 

of the poem:  
•  Octet is a combination of bitterness and lamenting for soldiers who die 

on battlefield so youth and denied funeral  
 •  Sestet shifts in tone, becomes almost a tender honouring and 

celebration of dead through the memory of their loved ones, it 

becomes an honouring of grief.  

Summary:  •  Written in Craiglockhart 1917  

 •  Sassoon suggested title – original title was ‘Anthem for dead youth’  

 •  Work of a series of contrasts  Religion vs War  

 •  Contrasts are framed as questions and answered  

 •  The octet:  Sounds of battle are the wordless laments, musical parts of 

funeral replaced with guns, prayers are wailing shells, they are buried 

far from home.  
 •  The Sestet:  Images of mourning at home of dead, images of silent 

suffering and soundlessness brings a sense of peace, patient minds are 

the thoughts of those waiting for returning men  
 •  Time is measured out in waiting and mourning  

 •  The poem is not only a negation on traditional ceremony but also a 

lament for lonely deaths and denial of proper burial.  
 •  Irony in the sounds/images of guns mourning men killed   
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Craftsmanship: SLIMS  
 

Structure  

Technique   Evidence from text  Effect  

Sonnet  Poem divided into Octave 

and Sestet  
The poem is written in the 3rd person, this enables Owen 

to distance himself from the horror, just like the men were 

expendable ‘as cattle’.  The sonnet form enables brevity 

with the subject.  It suggests humanity is lost and there is 

little more to be said about the ‘doomed youth’ that is not 

stated hear.  The musicality of the Anthem is replaced 

with the harsh sounds of war   

  

Language Devices  

Technique   Evidence from text  Effect  

Irony and 

descriptive 

word 

‘doomed’  

Contrasting ‘Anthem’  

normally associated with 

a song of praise with 

‘doomed youth’  
  

Prepares responder for the content of the poem – the 

irrational and senseless nature of war, and the tragedy in 

the mindless killing of innocence.  ‘Anthem’ suggest a 

song of praise, yet there follows a bitter contrast as we 

find we are praising the ‘doomed youth’  

Rhetorical 

Question  
Opening question, who 

will ring the bells?  
‘What passing bells…’  

Emphasises the pointlessness of sending the men to be 

slaughtered as ‘cattle’, and stresses the injustice in 

refusing them proper burial rites.  The rhetoric also 

emphasises the unprecedented mass killings and the 

pointlessness of such deaths especially in ‘youth’.  

Contrasts – 

extended 

metaphor: 

Battlefield =  
Graveyard  

Religious Imagery vs War  Passing Bells = Guns  
Prayers = rifles  
Choirs = Wailing Shells  
Candles = eyes  
Voice of mourning = Bugles  
Pallor of girls = Pall  
Flowers = waiting patient minds  
Days end = blinds of mourning  

Personification  ‘monstrous anger of the 

guns’  
  

‘stuttering rifles’  
  

‘Wailing shells’  
  

‘Sad shires’  

Personification creates a dynamic image in the poem, 

the sounds and images are enhanced through the use of 

negative and harsh adjectives: 

‘monstrous….shrill…demented…’  The image painted 

is one of bitterness and horror of the battlefield.  

Paradox      
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Imagery  

Technique   Evidence from text  Effect  

Simile  ‘die as cattle’  The use of this simile produces a harsh image of cattle 

sent to the slaughter.  This strips the humanity from the 

soldiers.  This also aids in helping to restrain Owen’s 

feelings on the subject, making the poem more powerful 

and universal – he categorises the soldiers emphasising 

the mass loss of life.  

Imagery  Funeral images painted in 

terms of the battle field   
All the usual ceremonies of a funeral are recreated using 

the battlefield  

 

Movement:  

Technique   Evidence from text  Effect  

Rhyme 

scheme  
Abab, cdcd  The rhyme scheme enables a comfortable flow to the 

poem, even though the subject matter is harsh direct and 

essentially uncomfortable.  This is a useful technique 

though considering Owen utilises a number of contrasts 

through out the poem.  The rhyme scheme also enables a 

sense of musicality which fits into the ‘Anthem’ idea.  

Punctuation  ‘– Only’   
  

  

  

  

‘Choirs – ‘  

Pauses the poem – this allows us to feel the powerful 

nature of the very first line of the poem, after Owen 

compares our soldiers with cattle, and also lament of the 

injustice of being denied our burial rights  
  

The dash here sets up another pause, shocking the reader 

with the direct contrast of the choirs with the ‘wailing 

shells’  

 

Sounds:  

Technique   Evidence from text  Effect  

Assonance  Assonance in ‘doomed’ in   
the title  

Sets tone and mood of poem – the ‘oo’ gives a disturbing 

feel to the fates of the ‘youth’  
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This is a reading that may help you to expand your understanding, but there is more on the Teams 

site.  

It is a PDF that was imported into Word digitally (rather than me writing it word-for word), so there 

may be some typos etc that I missed in editing it. You’ll just have to excuse it. The original PDF is also 

on the Teams site. 

WILFRED OWEN: AN INTRODUCTION 

Marianne Vella 

 

Wilfred Owen was an English soldier and poet of World War One whose work 
exercised a major influence on the poetry of the nineteen-thirties. 

Born on 18 March 1893 in Shropshire, England, of a middle-class family, he began 
writing poetry at an early age. By the time he was eighteen, he was earning one pound 
a month, working with a vicar at Dunsden, Oxfordshire, as his assistant and for a while 
he seriously thought of going into Holy Orders. This was his first close contact with 
squalor, sickness and poverty, so typical of that particular area. This experience inspired 
him with a feeling of compassion which was to characterize some of his best 'war' 
poems. 

In 1912, he went to University College, Reading, but after a short while his bad 
health necessitated his withdrawal from the cold wintry English climate, so he went to 
Bordeaux in France to work as tutor in English at the Berlitz School of Languages. In 
July 1914, he left his post to become private tutor to two boys in a Catholic family in 
Bordeaux. There he met Laurent Tailhade, French symbolist poet and pacifist, whose 
non-Christian ethical beliefs broadened Owen's own Anglican ideas. This fact could 
partly explain why during this time Owen suffered from a lapse in Christian faith — 
another trait which is evident in some of his poems. Tailhade was probably the only 
man of letters whose acquaintance Owen made before he met an even more influential 
poet — Siegfried Sassoon. 

A year later, Owen returned to England and enlisted in the infantry. He was sent to 
France on active service until he was wounded and returned home in the early months 
of 1917. Between March and June 1917, he was sent to various hospitals. It was while 
he was at Craiglockart Military Hospital, near Edinburgh, that he met Sassoon, whose 
bitter anti-war poems were already well-known. Under Sassoon's guidance, Owen's 
poetic genius developed and improved rapidly. In August 1918, Owen returned to 
France for active service. Barely a month after he won the Military Cross, he was killed 
in action by machine-gun fire, on November 4th 1918 while trying to get his men 
across the Sombre Canal at Ors. 

War was by far the greatest influence on his poetry. Instead of destroying his ideas 
for poetry, it enhanced his vision of life, providing him with a sense of realism and 
inspiring him with themes which he moulded into some of the best war poetry written 
in this century. This also explains why his war poetry far surpasses in beauty his earlier 
poetry. 

His early ideas of poetry were influenced by the Romantic school of poet- 

ry. Like young men of his own age, he had been taught to appreciate the value of poets 
such as Keats, Shelley, Wordsworth, Coleridge and Tennyson. He himself admits a 
certain affinity with John Keats. For example his phenomenal development, his sense of 
achievement, his tragically premature death — all these bring to mind the career of 
Keats whose poetry Owen loved and whose influence is unmistakeable in several of the 
poems written before August 1917. His 'early' themes are typically romantic ones — 
loneliness, isolation, beauty, love. Most of them are just. conventional love lyrics, written 
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in the style of his predecessors. Owen is by no means an 'intellectual poet' and, as his 
letters reveal, he prefers the emotional to the philosophical aspect of Romantic or 
Georgian poetry. 

By far the most recurrent themes in his early poetry are loneliness and unrequited 
love. Most of these poems were written while he was at Dunsden and many of them 
were left unpublished. Even as late as 1916, his poetry betrays an affinity with Georgian 
poetry as far as structure, theme and diction are concerned. The sonnet "To Eros" 
written in May 1916 is one example. The theme deals with romanticised disillusionment 
but there are al.so hints of spiritual disillusionment and a rejection of Christianity, both 
of which are brought to the fore later on in his war poetry. The theme of isolation is 
best illustrated in "The Unreturning" written in July 1914, where imagery is less 
derivative. Owen, here rejects the conventional idea of heaven. He sees dawn as a 
hostile menace. The imagery suggests violence. Words such as "crushed" and "hurled" 
suggest Owen's more mature style. It is evident that Owen is moving further and further 
away from his previous models carefully choosing a source of imagery and diction that 
is more personal, less derivative. The word "ghost" evokes a sense of loneliness. 

There watched I for the Dead; but no ghost woke. 

This is Owen's way of conveying to the reader the idea of death and the irrevocable 
sense of loss that death brings '*Vith it. The same 'ghost' image is taken up in "Shadwell 
Stair' 'with the same purpose of evoking a sense of loneliness both in the opening line 
and in the last one : 

I am the ghost of Shadwell Stair I with 
another ghost am lain. 

Both poems are minor and are certainly not representative of Owen's truly poetic 
style. It was after he personally experienced what fighting in the trenches really meant, 
what war was failing to accomplish and that it was eventually destroying everything in 
its wake that Owen's approach to poetry both in theme and mood changed drastically 
and incredibly swiftly. 

The impact which war first made on Owen was one of embittered rage but its effect 
on him was not completely negative. War provided him with a sense of realism which 
had previously been lacking in earlier poems. The atrocities of war, the sheer waste of 
human lives, the after-effects of war — both physical and psychological — were some 
of Owen's favourite themes. 

War did not destroy Owen's idea of Beauty. On the contrary, it altered and widened 
it immeasurably. But "Beauty' as a theme is not often used in his war poetry. Owen's 
first-hand experience of war and death, his awareness of the great gap between the 
soldier risking his life for his country and the civilian safe at home and between the 
frontline soldier and the "'brass-hat" was soon to find expression in some of the best 
poems he has ever written. The harsh and horrible realities of war are first expressed 
in such poems as "The Dead-Beat" and "Dulce et Decorum Est". His main aim in writing 
them was to instil loathing for the atrocities of war, to make people aware of what was 
really happening. In the latter poem, his attitude is rather negative and cynical but its 
shockingly realistic details are none the less effective in driving Owen's message home. 
His vivid portrayal of the physical pain that a gassed man has to endure could only be 
convincingly conveyed to the public by an eye-witness, namely the poet himself, and in 
this he definitely succeeded. This poem was written in August 1917 when Owen had 
been sent home as a casualty. 

By this time he had met Sassoon whose bitter anti-war ideas were no secret and 
whom Owen looked up to as his guide and mentor. And this first bitter taste of war in 
the trenches can adequately and reasonably explain Owen's different approach to 
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poetry writing. There is no doubt that by now Owen had not only found his true poetic 
inspiration but a poetic style for himself and for future poets. 

The imagery of "Dulce et Decorum Est" is just as effective and evocative as its 
diction. The under water imagery in the second stanza is particularly apt in describing 
the poor man who does not manage to put. on his protective gas mask on time: 

Dim through the misty panes and thick green light As 

under a green sea, I saw him drowning. 

The image of a man's agony by gas poisoning lingers on in the poet's mind and 

haunts him even in his dreams: 

In all my dreams, before my helpless night, 

He plunges at me, guttering, choking, drowning. 

The sheer intensity of physical pain the soldier endured is illustrated through 
images such as "white eyes writhing in his face" and "froth-corrupted lungs". But what 
is even more striking is Owen's final moralising comment where he deliberately strikes 
at those people who encourage more young men to go to war, who, above all "tell with 
such high zest".... . 

the old Lie: Dulce et Decorum Est Pro Patria mori. 

emphasising the word "Lie" by purposely writing it with a capital letter. 

"The Dead Beat", another August 1917 poem, deals with a soldier whose mind and 
will have been broken by war — hence the psychological effects of war on the common 
soldier Another important point is that in this poem we see' Owen using for the first 
time a blunt, colloquial style. Like "Dulce", it was written at Craiglockhart Military 
Hospital after his first spell of soldiers' life in the trenches. The animal imagery used 
with reference to the injured soldier brings out the cruelty, the callousness, the 
degradation of human mankind — a theme he was to handle more expertly, more 
poetically in later poems. The casualty is compared to "a cod, heavy like meat". Even 
more pathetic is the doctor's reference to him as "scum". Through this line, Owen is 
striking at the 'brass-hats' and emphasising the cold and callous nature of some human 
beings with respect to others less fortunate than themselves. The poem owes much to 
Siegfried Sassoon as far as style is concerned. Owen himself admitted this, but it also 
marks the beginning of Owen's particular style which he was to experiment with and 
improve upon it in an incredibly short span of time. 

So far, Owen's main aim in writing such poems was to inspire hatred for the 
atrocities and bestialities which the war brought in its wake by giving us vivid, even 
graphic descriptions of desolate landscapes and unrecognizable corpses both human 
and animal Gradually, however the protest against war became secondary to his 
intentions as it gave way to more positive sentiments such as pleading for the 
unfortunate and inarticulate soldier. In the more mature war poems, he is thus more 
conscious of the poet's three-fold dole as 'Participant, observer and spokesman. 
Negative emotions such as anger and indignation are eventually set aside for a kind of 
poetry which is more positive, more universal in its appeal to mankind. 

One of the finest examples of Owen's mature poetry is 'Strange Meeting'. Like most 
of his poems, it is inspired by trench warfare, but unlike other war poems, the action 
does not take place in an ordinary battlefield but in the poet's own mind. The soldier 
he meets in the tunnel, is neither a friend nor an enemy but an 'alter ego'. In the relative 
silence of the tunnel, the poet isolates himself from the noise of battle in order to assess 
the personal, artistic and historical implications of the battle that is going on in the 
outside world. • As in other poems, he stresses the futility of war. He mourns "the 
undone years". He see the disintegration of values: 
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Now men will go content with what we spoiled Or 

discontent boil bloody and be spilled.  

He foresees the retrogression of humanity: "nations trek from progress" — an 
accurate prophecy of the social and economic crisis as the immediate after-math of war. 
He mourns “the truth untold". He regrets the fact that he had .no chance to use his 
courage, ability and wisdom to warn mankind and repair some of the damage the war 
has left behind. He stresses the sheer waste of human lives — lives that could have 
been of service to humanity: 

For of my glee might many men have laughed, And of my 

weeping something had been left, 

Which must die now. 

Imagery plays a crucial role in unravelling Owen's message to posterity. At time it 
can evoke pain: "groan", "moan", "spilled", "boil bloody". At other times the dominant 
mood is one of pity and compassion not only for the English soldier but for the. 
universal soldier: 

I mean the truth untold, 

The pity of war, the pity war distilled. 

A few other images have a definitely Christian flavour:  

 
Lifting distressful hands as if to bless 

Some even biblical in origin: The line 

 I would go up and wash them from sweet wells 

reminds us of one of Christ's parables. Perhaps even more obvious is the poignant line: 

 Foreheads of men have bled where no wounds were  

an image that successfully conveys the idea of mental torture while reminding us of a 

similar episode in the Gospel, that of Christ's agony in the garden. 

Most critics agree that "Strange Meeting" is one of Owen's best poems thematically; 
it is described by Siegfried Sassoon as Owen's "passport to immortality and his elegy 
to the unknown soldier of all nations". Technically, it also has its merits. It is a superb 
example of the use of pararhyme, also known as half-rhyme or vowel dissonance. He is 
not an innovator in this particular field. in English poetry, three other poets had, before 
Owen, used pararhyme to some effect, namely Gerard Manley Hopkins, Henry Vaughan 
and Emily Dickinson. However, there is no proof that Owen was familiar with their texts. 
In Welsh poetry we find internal and end rhymes, alliteration and assonance used as 
early as the fourteenth century. This probably explains why more than once Owen had 
been hailed as a Welsh poet by the Welsh. Owen's most probable source, however, was 
French poetry. During his time as tutor in Bordeaux, he must have read Jules Romains' 
poems, possibly at the instigation of his poet friend Tailhade, who had a voracious 
interest in contemporary French poetry. Romains is today better known as novelist than 
poet but his poems, published before the First World War, must have reached Owen's 
attention. 

Owen's experiment with pararhyme seems to have begun as early as 1914 

but he handles it rather clumsily and it is not until three more years have elapsed that 
Owen uses it again, this time with more subtlety and success in "Exposure". Unlike the 
previous poem, Owen uses pararhyme not only at the end of a line but even within the 
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same line such as "flakes" and "flock". By 1918, the year in which he wrote "Strange 
Meeting", he seems to have mastered the art of using pararhyme couplets all 
throughout and most effectively too. The constant jarring and discordant sounds of 
line-ending words such as "escaped/ scooped" '(moan/ mourn" "groaned/ groined" 
"hall/ hell" are in keeping with the dominant note of hopelessness, melancholy and 
frustration so typical of this poem's theme and mood. 

In his early experiments with pararhyme he evidently found it hard to master the 
art but gradually he improved it and in a surprisingly short time he taught himself to 
use it to his own advantage, to drive the message home more convincingly than if he 
had used, for instance, blank verse. Reviewing "Strange Meeting" in 1921 John 
Middleton Murray best describes the impact pararhyme has on the reader: 

I believe that the reader who comes fresh to this poem does not immediately 

observe the assonant endings The reader looks again and discovers the technical 

secret ... These assonant endings are. indeed the discovery of a genius You 

cannot imagine them used for any other purpose save Owen's or by any other 

hand save his. They are the very modulation Of his voice; you are in the presence 

of that rare achievement, a true poetic style. 

Owen's participation in the war was also partly responsible for a spiritual crisis 
which he, at times, hinted at in poems such as "Mental Cases*' and "At a Calvary Near 
the Ancre". in one of his letters he described himself as "a conscientious objector with 
a very seared conscience", adding in the same letter that "pure Christianity will not fit 
in with pure patriotism". This particular sense of guilt is illustrated in poems such as 
"Inspection" and "Mental Cases" where blood is the symbol of universal guilt. 
Occasionally he goes a step further and attacks Christianity directly, showing the 
inadequacy and remoteness of the Church in the face of evil such as war. The poem "Le 
Christianisme" betrays Owen's "very seared conscience", his sense of uneasiness over 
religious beliefs. In earlier poems such as "Anthem for Doomed Youth" and "Greater 
Love", Owen implied doubts concerning Christianity but in this poem, written in 
September 191.8 and in "At a Calvary Near the Ancre" written in the same year, his 
doubts have settled into convictions. In the latter poem he accuses the clergy of 
betraying Christ: 

In this war He too lost a limb. 

But his disciples hide apart; 

And now the Soldiers bear with Him. 

He even strikes at journalists and politicians who fostered hatred and encouraged 
young men to go to war, thereby opposing the spirit of the martyred Christ. To him, 
such people are "scribes" who "shove" and "brawl allegiance to the state" while the 
soldier is the modern figure of the crucified Christ: 

But they who love the greater love 

Lay down their life; they do not hate. 

In these •lines Owen is indebted to the Gospel where Christ teaches: "Greater love 
hath no man than that a man lay down his life for a friend"; but Owen is also aware 
that the soldier who makes this great sacrifice may also be disobeying the fifth 
commandment: "Thou shalt not kill". Hence the dichotomy in Owen's soul so aptly 
illustrated in "Strange Meeting":  

I am the enemy you killed, my friend. 

I knew you in this dark, for so you frowned Yesterday 

through me as you jabbed and killed. 
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I parried: but my hands were loath and cold. Let us sleep 

now .  

This, therefore, is the image which Owen leaves to future generations that of a 
soldier-poet whose main concern is not, in Owen’s own words "with Poetry": 

My subject is War, and the pity of War The Poetry is 

in the pity. 

In writing war poetry he is confined to a historical and bitter reality well known to 
himself as soldier and thus he can take no imaginative liberties with contemporary 
events. His theme is thus the reality of war and his immediate concern is to 
communicate that brutal reality to the millions at home who cannot visualize, hence 
appreciate, the magnitude of the experiences and sacrifices of the common soldier. 
His poetry is also concerned with portraying the prolonged prosecution of a war 
which has become particularly senseless to those who are fighting it. To 
make us aware of the soldiers' predicament, the poet occasionally gives us accounts 
of the nauseating experiences they had to endure, expressed in crude details of 
death and decomposition but the overall picture is one of pity and sympathy rather 
than hatred. Unlike other war poets, he does not confine himself to 
accidental, casual or personal experiences. Owen surpasses them by giving us as 
complete a picture of war as possible by depicting not only the Physical background 
of war and its devasting effects on the poor soldier but by adding to it a 
sense of loss, the pathos of human suffering and above all a keen perception of 
tragic intensity, thus lending to it a touch of universality. In short. Owen's war poetry 
transcends the traditional role played by the 'poetry of protest' for it is above .it as 
much as it i s part of it. 
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Example analysis – Mr Wright 

I have analysed a poem by Wilfred Owen’s friend and mentor, Siegfried Sassoon. Obviously, you 

cannot use Sassoon’s work for your assessment. 

I have given you the poem, so that you have some context. The text below the poem is an exemplar 

of what you should be submitting about one of your poems. If you can do this with two poems, you 

are in a good position for your assessment.  

 

Banishment 

 
1 I am banished from the patient men who fight. 

2 They smote my heart to pity, built my pride. 

3 Shoulder to aching shoulder, side by side, 

4 They trudged away from life’s broad wealds of light. 

5 Their wrongs were mine; and ever in my sight 

6 They went arrayed in honour. But they died,— 

7 Not one by one: and mutinous I cried 

8 To those who sent them out into the night. 

9 The darkness tells how vainly I have striven 

2 To free them from the pit where they must dwell 

3 In outcast gloom convulsed and jagged and riven 

33 

10 By grappling guns. Love drove me to rebel. 

11 Love drives me back to grope with them through hell; 

12 And in their tortured eyes I stand forgiven. 

 

 

 

‘Banishment’ by Siegfried Sassoon   
 
Subject matter  
Ultimately, ‘Banishment’ explores a sense of guilt that is felt by the soldier who has left his comrades 
to fight on in the war. The voice in this poem laments that he has been ‘banished from the patient 
men who fight’, even though he still sees himself as one of them. His anger at those who send the 
men to fight and die is expressed, as is his grief at not being able to ‘free them from the pit where 
they must dwell’. Because he cannot save them, the voice is driven to return to the war, or hell, to 
‘grope’ with them and receive their forgiveness.  
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Purpose  
Sassoon seeks to express complicated emotions that a soldier must feel when he leaves his regiment 
to fight on, while he is forced to recoup or convalesce. Biographically, this poem must fit into 
Sassoon’s own experience of leaving the war due to injury before returning to fight. Leaving the men 
he trained and fought with is a tragic and painful experience, and it is love for his comrades that 
drives him back into the ‘hell’ that is the war. The war tortures him whether he is there or not, but 
his comrades’ forgiveness can only be achieved if he is there to fight with them.  
  
Emotions  
The poem moves through a range of conflicting emotions, mimicking the turmoil that one must feel 
when you are saved, but in being saved abandon those you care about to a terrible fate. It moves 
from sadness and pity for those he has abandoned to anger at those who force them into this 
situation. Then, at the end, he moves to a sort of contorted peace at the prospect of returning to 
a ‘hell’ in which he will be forgiven.    
  
Craftsmanship  
Structure  

• ‘Banishment’ is a sort of sonnet. Its rhyme scheme is almost arranged in the form of an 
Italian sonnet. This is interesting, as the Italian form is usually about love, and especially 
unrequited love, and in this sonnet the voice has been ‘banished’ from those he loves, and love 
is driving him back to them     
• The octave explores his feelings for the men, and his own feelings of guilt and anger. The 
sestet focuses on how he has struggled with his feelings and his determination to join them and 
achieve forgiveness.   

Language  
• The language is generally simple.   
• Personal pronouns place the voice directly into the experiences described. The tangled 
emotions are his and the reader imagines a real soldier’s experience. It is immediate.  
• ‘smote’ – an archaic word, but connected to smitten – he loves the men that he has left. 
Also connected to violence and an Old Testament God’s wrath.   
• ‘weald’ is an old English word that means a forested area – the soldiers are leaving nature, 
and specifically an English space of nature and light.  
• ‘Love’ is repeated.  

Imagery  
The metaphoric title, ‘Banished’, which is repeated in the first line, evokes Sassoon’s feeling of being 

sent away from where he should be –with his fellow soldiers. This implies that he wanted to remain 

with them in the war and ‘hell’.  

• Line 2 – ‘smote my heart to pity’ – the metaphor here is a violent one as to smite something 
is to hit. The meaning could be double. Did they try to punish the pity out of him, or did they 
create it in him. I think that this is an intentional doubling of meaning.   
• Line 3 – this line is tautological, but the repetitions serve to emphasise the number of men 
and the camaraderie of fighting alongside the rank-and-file soldiers.  
• Line 4 – the men ‘trudge’ into darkness; an implied death is here. The metaphoric ‘wealds of 
light’ represent life, or a peaceful life – a life without war at least. At this point the reader is 
meant to feel that the voice is sad about his separation from his men.  
• Lines 5 and 6 – here Sassoon emphasises that he was one of them in the metaphor ‘Their 
wrongs were mine’. He and they are one, and if so then the separation from them must be felt 
all the more keenly. Further, he always pictures them ‘arrayed in honour’. They wear, and are 
therefore a vision of honour.  
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• Line 8 – The voice shouts at ‘those who sent them out into the night’ – and here the 
extended metaphor of night/ death is established in contrast to the light that they had trudged 
away from. There is a field of language connected to darkness: ‘night’, ‘darkness’, ‘the pit’, 
‘outcast gloom’, ‘to grope with them through hell’.   
• Line 11 - Here the landscape is doubled – what is the hell that he discusses? The tortured 
landscapes could equally be the terrain of World War 1 as hell.  
• Line 12 and 13 – Here love is personified – and is a master of the voice as it ‘drives’ him back 
to the war and to hell. Love’s power is greater than the fear of the place. The tortured feelings of 
the voice are made clear.  
• Line 14 – here the synecdoche of the ‘eyes’ is important. It represents the judgement of the 
men he left – implying that they will see his return and think better of them. Yet, it contrasts 
with the well-established metaphor of a world or hell filled darkness and gloom that the men 
inhabit. How can they see him through the gloom? Ultimately, I believe that Sassoon wants to 
disrupt the certainty that is initially established in the final line. How can dead people forgive? 
How can those who do not see your actions forgive you? Further, he and them are the same, so 
is this actually about forgiving himself, yet simultaneously being unable to forgive?   

Movement  
• Being a sonnet, the poem tends towards iambic pentameter, but this rhythm is disrupted in 
several places.  

o Line 3: the rhythm jostles, mimicking the action of soldier’s movement.  
o Line 6: a caesura is created by the use of a full stop in the middle of the line. This 
disruption is important, as up until this point the voice in this poem has been expressing 
his adoration for the soldiers. Then he states, ‘But they died’. This pause emphasises the 
grief that he feels, like a slap in the face.  
o After the volta, he begins to distort the rhythm by adding syllables. These 
hypercatalectic lines reflect a sort of mutilation of normality. He is groping in the 
darkness here for the forgiveness of dead men. It is painful and ultimately 
impossible. For example, in line 11 the rhythm ‘staggers’ and is ‘riven’ through the 
addition of two extra unstressed syllables.  
o The final line is hypercatalectic, and ends with a falling sound in the word ‘forgiven’. 
There is no confidence in the end of the poem, raising questions about whether he is 
actually forgiven, or whether forgiveness is actually possible.  

Sounds  
• Sassoon creates a contrast between the emotions of the first two lines through sound. The 
lamentations of being banished are expressed through large vowel sounds, while in the second 
line his love for those men is almost spat out through stuttering sounds created by short vowels 
and the consonance of the hard ‘t’ sound.  
• Line 2 – alliteration with ‘pity’ and ‘pride’ highlights the emotional aspect of his relationship 
with these men. The elicited his heart’s pity, and made him proud.  
• Line 3 – repetition mimics soldiers marching.  
• Line 12 – Alliteration of ‘grappling guns’ creates a tangled sound – distorting the mouth  

Summary  
Sassoon’s poem ‘Banishment’ is an exploration of the tortured feelings of a soldier who has been 
given a respite from the war that his comrades are still fighting. Any potential joy that could have 
been received from being sent away is transformed to guilt and anger. Returning to the war is 
described as a return to hell, yet love drives him back into this hell, as he seeks for a forgiveness that 
is ultimately impossible. This poem is ultimately about the pity of a war of inhuman suffering, a war 
without hope.  
 


